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Syllable Sort

How many syllables does each word have? Sort the 
words into the boxes below. For example, write the 
words with one syllable in the “1” box.

apple banana pear kangaroo
kitten shark circle square

triangle butterfly ant spider

Draw a picture of a big animal with a long trunk.

Say the name of the 
animal you drew. 
How many syllables 
are in its name?

_____________

1

______
______
______
______

2

________
________
________
________

3

________
________
________
________
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Picture This

Read the story. Draw a picture. Show what the story 
describes.

Mo	sat	under	a	large	tree.	Mo	had	a	long	tail,	
a	long	mane,	and	a	long	horn.	The	horn	stuck	
out	of	the	middle	of	her	head.	The	tree	had	four	
apples	that	hung	above	Mo’s	head.	She	reached	
up	to	a	low	apple.	She	gently	grabbed	the	apple	
between	her	teeth.	Mo	loved	apples!

21

Read.

Draw.
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Missing Numbers

Write the missing number that comes before the others.

 1.		____,	35,	36

 2.		____,	62,	63

 3.		____,	81,	82

	 4.		____,	50,	51

Write the missing number that comes after the others.

 5.		35,	36,	____

 6.		18,	19,	____

	 7.		89,	90,	____

	 8.  68,	69,	____

Write the missing number that between the others.

 9.		58,	____,	60

 10.  29,	____,	31

	11.		98,	____,	100

	12.  110,	____,	112

Write the missing numbers that come before and after.

 13.		____,	56,	____

 14.		____,	72,	____

	15.		____,	33,	____

	16.		____,	99,	____
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